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Abstract

Epimorphic images of compact (algebraically compact) abelian groups are called cotorsion groups
after Harrison. In a recent paper, Ph. Schultz raised the question whether "cotorsion" is a prop-
erty which can be recognized by its small cotorsion epimorphic images: If G is a torsion-free
group such that every torsion-free reduced homomorphic image of cardinality 2H° is cotorsion,
is G necessarily cortorsion? In this note we will give some counterexamples to this problem.
In fact, there is no cardinal K which is large enough to test cotorsion.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.) (1985 Revision): 20 K 30.

1. Introduction

In a recent paper [8, Problem 3], Ph. Schultz raised the following problem in
abelian group theory.

If G is a torsion-free group such that every torsion-free reduced homomor-
phic image of cardinality at most 2W is torsion, is G necessarily cortorsioni

In this note we will give some counterexamples to this problem. In fact,
there is no cardinal K which is large enough to test cotorsion in the above
sense. In order to state the theorem, recall D. K. Harrison's notion that a
group G is cotorsion if and only if G is an epimorphic images of algebraically
compact abelian group. Moreover algebraically compact abelian groups are
direct summands of those groups which permit a compact Hausdorff topol-
ogy. Hence cotorsion groups are the epimorphic images of groups with a
compact topology. These groups are "well-known" and may be characterized
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by cardinal invariants. A group G is cotorsion-free if G has no non-trivial
cotorsion subgroup, see [5, 6] or [2]. For abelian groups this is equivalent
to saying that G is torsion-free (that is, G does not contain cyclic groups
of prime order), G does not contain copies of the rationals Q and of the
p-adic integer Jp for any prime p (cf. [6] or [2]). Then we have

THEOREM 1. Suppose A, K are infinite cardinals with KW = K and XK = A.
Then there exists a cotorsion-free group G of cardinality X such that all its
torsion-free epimorphic image of cardinality at most K are cotorsion.

The proof is similar to that in [ 1 ] but simpler. Amalgamating into the proof
ideas from [1], we can also prescribe any cotorsion-free ring of cardinality
at most A as the endomorphism ring of this G; for example, we may also
assume that End G = R is a fixed subring R c Q. Hence the nucleus R(G)
(= nuc G) of G is R; see [7, 8].

Fixing K , there is a class, not a set of cardinals A as in Theorem 1. If
K = 2N°, we obtain our smallest counterexample of size 22 of Schultz'
Problem 3. Observe that |G| > 2N° is also necessary.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we sketch some combinatorial tools taken from [1], but
simplified. In order to see the similarity with [1], we will use the same names
and letters for the present setting.

Let K, A be two infinite cardinals with Km = K and XK = X. Then
cf(A) > K > co from Konig's Lemma. We take T = X x co and call subsets
v — {p} x co c T (p e X) branches of the tree T. Moreover v can be
viewed as the canonical map v.co —* T ( n - > p x « ) and Br(T) denotes all
such maps.

Let T = IT be the free generator of an infinite cyclic group ZT and suppose
all T e T are independent. If / is a subset of T, then we denote Bj =
0 / € / /Z and write B = BT for the free "basic" group B.

If B denotes the Z-adic completion of B, then every element g € B can
be expressed as a convergent sum

The support of g is defined to be [g] = {T 6 T : gr ^ 0} , which is at most
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countable. Particular elements vk e B derive from branches v € Br(T). If

k v ^ n! . ,

n>fc

then

vk 6 £ , fc • vfc - vfc-1 = u(fc - 1) € B for all integers A: > 1

and [vk] c [v°] = v.

The support of a subset X C B will be [X] = UjceJfM which is of
cardinality at most \X\ • No. A subset P C T is a canonical subset of T
provided P = P' xco for some subset P ' c A of cardinality at most K , where
the maximal element of P', maxP' e P ' , exists. We call ||P'|| = maxP ' ,
and ||P'|| x <w is the maximal branch of P . The abelian group Bp is a
canonical summand of 2? associated with the canonical subset P of T. If
AfCB, then ||JT|| denotes the smallest ||P|| such that X is contained in the
canonical summand Bp.\i P does not exist, then ||X|| = oo.

In order to work with partial homomorphisms and elements in B with
special support, we will also need an easy

DEFINITION 2.1. Let A, K and B be as above. A trap is a pair (P , q>)
where P is a canonical subset of T and (p:Bp ^ Bp/keT(<p) is an epimor-
phism.

The proof of Theorem 1 rests on an easy "Black Box", which we call Small
Black Box. Its proof is a counting argument, which follows by substantial
simplification of Shelah's Black Box proved in [1, pages 476-479].

THE SMALL BLACK BOX 2.2. For some ordinal X* (< X+) there exists a
transfinite sequence of traps (Po, <pa) (a e A*) such that, for a, 0 < k*,

fi<a=>\\Pfi\\<\\PJ.

For any subset X c B with \X\ < K and any homomorphism (p from B
onto P./kerp there exists a < X* such that X C Bp , \\X\\ < \\PJ\ and

<P\BPa = <Pa-
We will abbreviate Bp = Ba and uQ = ||PJ| x <y C 7".

3. Cortorsion-free groups with only cotorsion small images

We want to apply the Small Black Box to prove Theorem 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let X, K and B = 0 T € J . Z T be as in (2.1). We

apply (2.2) to the following inductive construction G. The group G will be
the union of an ascending, continuous chain of subgroups Ga c B (a < X*)
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with Go = B. Suppose Gp has been constructed for all /? < a subject to
the following condition on non-limit stages fi (in place of a ) :

for some particular gae B.
Recall that (-)t denotes the pure subgroup generated by - .
Next we want to specify our choice of ga . Consider ga satisfying

(*) Sa = xa + v°a where ||*J| < ||«J| and xa e Ba.

If we can find ga with (*) such that

(**) ga<PazBa<pa\(GanBa)(pa

then we will choose this one. If ga with (*) and (**) does not exist, let ga =
0 hence Ga+l = Ga by purity of Ga . The construction of G = (JQ<r &a *

s

now complete.
We have to verify the conditions stated in Theorem 1. Since \X*\ = X and

\T\ = X also \G\ = X is immediate from the construction. If u G G, then
\{x e G: [x] = [w]}| = No by our choice of generators ga , r (a < X*, T G T)
and it follows that the group G is cotorsion-free (cf. [1, Lemma 6.2]).

Suppose <p:G —• H is an epimorphism with H torsion-free not cotorsion
and \H\<K . If H = H'®D is a decomposition of H into a reduced part
H' and a divisible summand D, then <p'': G —> H —• H' which is tp followed
by the canonical projection onto H' is an epimorphism and H' is torsion-
free not cotorsion. Hence (p'\ G —• H' satisfies the same assumption as <p .
Hence we may also assume that H is reduced. The Z-adic topology on H
is now a HausdoriF topology and H is a dense, pure and proper subgroup of
its Z-adic completion H. From \H\ < K and the size of canonical subsets
we can find such a canonical subset I of T with (Gr\B{)^ = H and clearly
Bj(p = H by completeness and density. From the Small Black Box we find
a < X* such that

IcPa, 9\Ba = <pa and \\B,\\ < \\BJ.

Clearly (G n Ba)<pa = H as Gq> = H, and (G n B)<p = H. Moreover
Bjtpa — H and H is a proper subgroup of H. There exists xa e Bt such
that xa<pa G H\H. If va G Br(r) satisfies u°pa G ^ \ ^ , then Ga ^ Ga+l

by (*) and (**). If v°a<pa e H, then ||jca|| < | |v j | from \\B,\\ < \\BJ and
xa + va w a s a candidate for ga in the construction. Hence Ga ^ Ga+l

in any case, and there exists ga e Ba such that Ga+l = (Ga, ga)t and
Sa<Pa * (°a

 n Ba)<Pa •
 S i n c e <Pa = <P t 5Q , we derive

ga<p $ (Ga n Ba)<p = (G n 5 J p = H.
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However ga€.G contradicts <p:G —> H, and H must be cotorsion.
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